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Elegua santeria en espanol

The Yoruba religion is very comprehensive, it has more than 400 gods within its cult. Today, however, there are some that are left as great. The god to be discussed today is one of the most important. So if you're interested in learning everything about Eleguá, you've come to the right article. Elegua: Who are we will start by defining your
person. Who is Elegua? you may wonder. It is an Orisha belonging to Oddé's group. Better known as The Warriors. It also consists of other saints such as Ochosi, Oshun and Oggún. But Eleguá is the most important one of them all. From a natural point of view, experts will tell you that Eleguá is among us. Specifically on the rocks of the
universe. Moreover, his power is such that he is the upper head of Almighty God, Olofin. And it is said that he went down to earth was cpared by the creator, that is, Obatala. So his age is an important factor. He is best known for his roles in the 19th declaration of the 19th. And this one dwells in most houses the Ile has. In order to protect
the one who owns it from all evils. He handles the wires of fate, so people come to him when his paths cut down. If you want to know more about Elegua, you should visit: Santo Niño de AtochaThe gods can be very diverse and have several representations. If you want to know everything about the Holy Child of Atocha,... Prayer to
Elegua Eleguá is one of the most important Yoruba Gods of santeria. Like many others, it has a lot... It has the ability to bring happiness to people or not. That's why it's important to always keep you happy and well taken care of. On the other hand, it covers the doors of the large savannah and the enormous plains. Thanks to his
enormous career as Orisha, Eleguá won the post to always be the first attended, above all other Orishas. This is because his figure is very important within santeria. It is even a fundamental role within the oracle of Biangue, also known as Adioto. His representation in the world is like That of Obatalá, in the form of Coco. Your day The Day
for All Orishas is taken very seriously in the Yoruba religion. Both for the Orishas and for their faithful children. This is because a special link exists on this date. It allows you to pray more directly to him. Or else, offer him several things of pleasure to the saint. The day of Eleguá is June 13, thanks to the syncretisation with the saint of St.
Anthony of Padua. On this date the most faithful pilgrims and the sons of Elegguá pray to him. Prayers aim to elevate his figure and ask for different types of blessings. In turn, dances are a celebration classic. There are several dances and rituals dedicated to All are made of the deep love and faith that led those led by their Orisha father.
Among the elements they offer for the enjoyment of the saint are: Choclo roasted various tropical fruit Honey sweets Bananas Coconuts Aguardiente History The history of Eleguá has much to do with how and why the tradition of placing coconuts behind the doors originated. The story tells us that a long time ago, a young Eleguá walked
around his house. Suddenly, a coconut bursts in its way and stopped to keep it. The young Orisha noticed that out of the coconut she had a warm light and that she had facial features. Everyone made fun of these comments and didn't believe him. They started treating the object like a toy. One day Eleguá approached the coconut after
hearing a whisper. Some of the coconut has an unknown voice, which offered him protection. On the condition that I take care of those who wanted to hurt him. Eleguá offered to take care of the coconut above all else. And that's why he took him home. Again there, they all mocked him and the fruit. The king's assistant advised him that it
was best to forget that story. And that it was best to hide the coconut so that it would no longer receive mofas. It died the holy deep sorrow and even with sorrow. It shocked the people that they attributed the blame to the coconut. The king intended to examine the fruit and a fortune admitted that Eleguá's death was a revenge. It comes
from the genius who lives in the coconut and that his revenge was for all the insults he received against him. Since then, everyone in the kingdom has worshipped fruit as if there were no tomorrow. Respect was so deep that even today it should be so. Coconut must possess, iris, mouth and ears. This so you can communicate in a simple
way. Then he began to criticize all those who mocked. Since then, a coconut with the same features should now be placed in homes. So that he may protect that faithful follower with his powers that possess him. Elegua, is it bad? This debate originated over time because of Eleguá's history. The truth about this answer will depend on your
perception of things. I mean, for you, his actions can be both good and bad. However, we will explain a bit of both to make it easier for you to conclude. Throughout Santera's history, the figure of Elegguá was not seen as a sanction with his children. Or in his debt, as a negative and evil figure within the cult. In fact, it was quite the
opposite. An example of this is the many blessings he gives to his children every year. Since his arrival in Cuba from Africa, he has done nothing but What this Orisha is capable of is emerging when situations are complex. That is, both in good times and bad times it can occur. However, your perception of it will be conditioned by whether
you are in good shape or not. On the other hand, many people were expelled from religion by him. Since he opens the door of the destinations, and as well as the openings, he also includes them. However, this decision is not taken lightly. This means the people who have been removed, the chances are it for something. It is usually for
errors or violations of basic rules and rules of santeria. It is all for it all that Eleguá can be seen with good or bad eyes. It all depends on whether a protector represents a good Orisha, or if you on the contrary think he is evil. Prayer to Elegua Prayer in all religions is taken into account as a sign of autumn and respect. Through this action
we can become more spiritually involved in the deity. Therefore, the prayer to Eleguá is taken very seriously by santeros and by the children of the Orisha. Prayer usually has several purposes. One of them may be asking the god to open the routes or roads. It is also common to see requests regarding love, dominance and well-being.
These prayers are practiced during times of the day when there are not many people in your home. Since you need to establish a good bond with the Orisha, and for this you will need certain elements. It is adapted to keep close objects such as: three (3) candles, one white, one blue and one green; and a representative figure or image of
Eleguá. It should be noted that it must be done under a religious narrative. That is, a total and open faith must be maintained that the Orisha will solve your problem. The general prayer to Eleguá begins as follows: O great Orisha Eleguá, you who can do everything.  I'm compelled to appeal to your presence today so you can solve what
terrified me.  I (say full name) asks you to (specify the request). I know you won't forsake me, my father Eleguá. I am here. Candles must be placed near the altar dedicated to Eleguá. In turn, it must be relieved for an estimated period of 15 minutes during the prayer dedicated to the saint. You can then turn them off. You have to repeat
this labour process over the next few days until all the accelerations are consumed in their entirety. Who is Elegua in Catholicism? As mentioned before, the syncretization within santeria is due to the process of slavery. That is, during the transfer of yorubas as slaves. These are Catholic gods taught. However, they have characteristics of
religion and their beliefs kept a secret. So many of the Yoruba saints are actually very similar representations of Catholics. This is the case between the Holy Elegiah and the Holy Child of Atocha. As well as with the god of San Antonio de Padua. Both share similar powers, prayers and abilities. People dedicate prayers and prayers on
their one. In order to receive blessings and respect from his Orisha father. When they feel that situations escape their abilities. They come to the Orishas for help. Offerings to Elegua Like prayers, offerings within the santeria have several motives. Depending on your procedures and the Orisha, the Orisha will grant different blessings.
Offerings to Eleguá can be loving in style, on the roads, or for enemies. In general, the offerings for Eleguá are about giving him a prayer. In this sense, you can observe many elements that remain especially for the Orisha. For example, white candles abound when offered. The schnapps also cannot be missing, as the saints are many
times lovers of the festival. In addition, they connect with the good vibes of the atmosphere, and without a doubt some drinks will give you a lot of atmosphere. Honey candles or just treats are also on your taste and can be offered. The main dish of offerings is taken away by sacrifices. It is diverse and has different goals. Animals such as
goats,, mice or chickens are mainly slaughtered. Sometimes pigeons are also accepted, but this is not the norm for Eleguá. You can fill these offers with good tobacco. Fruits and vegetables are not a small thing, you can usually find food or plants like those on the following list: Ají Berro Jobo Zarza Blanca Guaro Ceiba Offers to Elegua for
Money The next offer has for Eleguá to give you what you ask. Your desires should be under the narrative of need regarding money. Keep in mind that the Orisha can easily say whether you are lying or not. Offering the money for Eleguá requires a number of items you should collect. In principle, you will need pepper, coconut, swifts,
white bags and seven coins of any denomination. You should start by splitting the coconut into seven parts, then take the pieces and dip it in honey. Once you've done this, continue to sprinkle pepper. You must then place one of the seven (7) coins on top of each piece. After that, you put everything in the pocket and seal it. It should rest
for at least seven days at the main enrichment of your home. In each of these days a candle must be relieved in his honor. You can also fill up with a short prayer where your situation. Offers to Elegua to open Eleguá's offer to open roads may be best known. This is because he is the ideal Orisha to make this request as he is the owner.
Ideally, it is to have the Orisha in a good mood. This will speed up the response process and increase efficiency. For the ceremony you need the following elements: uncut sardines, damp fish, schnapps, three corojos, jutia powder; roast maize, honey and tobacco. The preparation is very strict. It is therefore placed in list format to live up
your process. To get started with you should follow the steps below: Toast the sardines on the newspapers Take the representation of Eleguá Touch the floor three times and pray Place the sardines on site and turn on the skins Wait three days (and place brandy daily) Remove the sardines and roll it on paper Add the fish, add the fish,
add the fish , Jutia powder and roasted choclo Lead to a cross that offers four corners Waiting for blessings to Elegua for love for other than you don't need help with your destiny. But if it's in love, then the sacrifice for Eleguá's love is ideal for you. If you want to know how to ask Elegua for your love life, then you've come to the right place.
Because on this occasion we will show you how to make the sacrifice. You will need the following ingredients: A coconut Liqueurs of different types of Varied Treat Essence of crossing, love, dominant, victorious and follow me a white candle For the offer you should split the top of the coconut and empty its contents (water). Fill the fruit
with treats, spirits and essences. Mix for 5 minutes to combine the odors and flavors. Lift the sight and empty the smoke inside. Place the top piece you removed again and seal it with candle wax. Then lift the same candle for about five (5) days. You can prayfully complement each of these days to explain how much you want to get your
love. 21 Elegua Roads The 21 roads of Eleguá have a common ground. And it is that santeros experts claim they have a purpose. The child who owns one of them must fulfill and follow what is told. All this in order to achieve the spiritual well-being and satisfaction sought in life. Each has different missions and characteristics. On this
occasion we will call the most relevant to the healing cult: Elegua Abaile: This representation means Eleguá's help in the house of the Orishas. He is in charge of receiving the sacrifices. He also interprets them, classifies them and communicates them to his better. Enrá Eleguá: He has a close relationship with Babalú Ayé. The aim is to
help the sickest, it is in the world's hospitals. The hand on this road intervenes when the disease is very contagious. Agbanukué: Experts say he is Eleguá's best ally. Since it helps the santeros and the babalawos with their tasks. It also protects everyone who owns the Ile. Akéru: He is the best messenger of all, communicated by long
distances you command him. How to say hello? If you want to know how Eleguá is greeted, you should keep in mind that his greetings are in Yoruba. The original language of the Orishas is still held within the cult. Therefore, phrases and greetings remain like Eleguá's intact. His greeting is as follows: echú elewa oga gbogbo namirin ita
alagbana baby mi nulo na buruku nitosi le choncho enables the kosi ofo, Kosi has called on the government to translate the infections of baby-elewa my Este in Spanish as follows: I greet you widely. So you can open the way to all who love me. Protect me and my family and friends. I count on you, my guardian angel, how to care for
Him? If you consider yourself a true son of Eleguá, or you are an experienced santero. Then you need to know how to take care of Eleguá. This is very important as it helps you maintain a good relationship with the Orisha. It will also benefit when you have an emergency and need their help. The representation of Eleguá at home must be
washed. This is done every Monday without exception. Preferably before noon. It is then placed in the sun for an hour to stomach for your meals. Food presentations are several. It is mainly placed bee honey, smoked fish, choclo or corojo butter. The latter is expensive, but it is important to always make some cuts tobacco to give
atmosphere to its place. Finally, a white candelain is relieved and so left until the next beginning of the week. Who is Elegua at the Santeria? Inside the santeria, Eleguá is one of its biggest figures. He is one of the first Orishas to come when a ceremony is held. In addition, those who are not santeros must be crowned this god first. In
addition, it belongs to one of the most powerful groups of the Yoruba religion. Known as warriors. He maintained good relationships with most of the gods. Oggún, Ochosi and Oshún were their closest to the group. In addition, he maintained an unshakable relationship with his brother Shangó, who lasted until the last days. El Niño Elegua



El niño Eleguá as it is known is the smallest figure of its roads. He always accompanied Oggún on the holiest paths of the plain, to help him. Since this case he has owned the chains. In addition, it is of dead spirits, for it represents negative things. Like bad happiness and hopelessness. However, it has been shrun to escape prisons. He
always has his power tools. In this case it is chains and a bujaf stick. Despite a negative connotation, he is a great wizard. He is able to fulfill all your requests, but before that you have to offer him something. Sons of Elegua The firstborn of this deity are very skilled and mentally agile. But they have no delicacy in delicate situations. They
must be on the streets and therefore often escape to street life. They can convince you of things you wouldn't normally do. So you have to be careful when you talk to one of them. If they get involved in politics, they are successful. Since scam and deception usually go with them everywhere. Their children in Love Love do much better
than in their life in general. They tend to fall in love with their loves relatively easy. They have the gift of the word and thus engage those who want. Due to their ease of conquering, they are not in a stable relationship. They are womanizers naturally although some have exceptions. Within relationships they do not accommodate monotony
and always try to get out of the daily routine. Elegua and Shangó The proportion of this Orishas departs from brotherhood and respect. This is mainly because they are family and therefore have never had problems. Shangó was the youngest in the family. They always came together, even fought in many large-scale wars. They also
helped resolve war conflicts the Orishas had. The work together stood out throughout its history. Despite all the power Shangó had at the time, Shangó never rebelled against his older brother. They always kept their bond in total harmony. This relationship must be an example to follow today. This is the brotherhood in its full expression.
Elegua Number numbers help to distinguish every Orisha. All of them have several of them and are usually repeated in pattern. Numbers condense the energy of the universe. That's why it's essential that you know their numbers, because in the Yoruba pantheon they identify themselves that way. In addition, in several offers, you may
need to include one of the digits that characterize the Orisha. Eleguá's number is three (3). All three every month is your special day, just like Mondays. Number three can be seen in everything related to this deity. For example, in your offerings. His necklace for Yoruba Culture, the necklaces are a representation of the connection
between the Orisha and the boy. It is a ceremony that unions with their lives. If you want to compare to other religions, you can do it with fellowship. But the difference is that the link in this case is with object you need to load. Download. placement is one of the main ceremonies of santeria. Eleguá's necklace is placed to those who want to
be led who want to enter religion fully. The design is simple because it has only two colors: black and red. Characteristic of the Orisha. In addition, it has accounts one at a time, which is interspersed. It provides an aspect that emphasizes and gives showiness. The election, as it is also known. This will be an element of protection for the
carrier. The Orisha crowned will always be on the clock to look after its integrity. Enemies and bad vibes can't affect you while you are. However, you can take it everywhere. You have to keep in mind that if you're going to take a bath, you have to put it aside. Just like when you have sex with your partner. Signature of Elegua Eleguá's
signature, or the deaths as it is also known. It is an element of power from the Orisha. It's a pike-shaped cane. What you use when you're going to cross large sites, if it allows you to remove the undergrowth with great ease. What do you eat? The meals that the deity eats are diverse, it doesn't have a favorite. However, you can offer one
of the following lists. We are sure that you will be very grateful for your heartfelt services: Cure Fish Eggs (various preparations) Honey treats Gofio Balls Fruit like choclo roasted coconut To learn more about the Santeria I invite you to visit: AbitaAbita is an entity that seeks to save those who come to him from any evil imposed on them....
Eshu By this article, important facts about the Orisha Eshu are detailed. From whom he is, his ways, his endurances,... YewaYewa is a godliness that brings well everywhere with great generosity. It occuates a very special place within... Pomba GiraPomba Gira is a powerful spirit that many people can identify with. Whether you're looking
for help... Santeria RitualsThe Santeria Rituele includes drums and dances, as well as bartering food and dialogue with spirits. In... IfaIfa is and is known as a divine practice. However, Ifa goes far beyond this practice and shapes... Santeria necklaces The necklaces of Santeria are worn by the faithful to this religion, but many are the
people we see... Prayer to start the 7 PowersTo, it is important to note that when we call prayer to the 7 Forces we are talking about a prayer... Palo Maybe of ancient times there were numerous ways in which people tried to understand it.... InleIs looking for information about who Inle is, you have come to the right place, here you will get
all the information you need and... And...
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